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(  1  )

I N T R O D U C T I O N

Introduction

in The ArT of WAr, sun tzu explains how an army should 
use the sun to its advantage. “Camp in high places, facing 
the sun,” he advises. Mountains are preferable to valleys, 
illuminated places to dark ones. When confronted with a 
hill or a bank, an army should “occupy the sunny side.”

He was interested, in part, in exploiting human weak-
ness. Flooded by light, the eye struggles to see clearly. 
Edges are shadowed, and it becomes difficult to know 
what, if anything, is there. A vast force appears smaller, 
shrunken by our muddled perceptions. The people on the 
margins remain unseen. At the last moment, they come 
pouring out of the sun like phantoms breaking through 
into the world of men. 

I have always liked this image, of the hidden rushing 
suddenly into view. The idea of who is seen, and who 
remains unseen, has been at issue in so many recent 
conversations about race, gender, sexuality. A world 
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·  o u t  o f  t h e  s u n  ·

(  2  )

of shadows edges our written histories, and to attempt 
to see it is not just to recover one human story, but to 
piece together the larger picture hidden from us. These 
lectures look directly at those figures and stories lost to 
us, and at what it means for us collectively to have been 
unable to see them.  

We speak so much about the “universality” of being 
human, about the similar things that connect us. I don’t 
want to lose sight of that. But in some ways, such talk 
camouflages the problem of difference  —  not difference 
itself, but our diminishment of it. It can be just as illu-
minating, I think, to look at the opposite. This year of 
lockdowns and sickness has starkly revealed the gulfs 
between our lives. Experiences divide us, uneven access 
to necessities and comforts, different childhoods, trau-
mas, faiths. If we wish to understand each other, we must 
first acknowledge the vastly unequal places from which 
we each speak, the ways some have been denied voices 
when others are so easily heard. 

In some respects, history functions the way language 
does. Our words have agreed-upon meanings; this is 
how we understand each other. Language is a shared 
tool based on a shared idea of reality, and its points of 
reference must generally be the same for it to work. But 
language can be changed by revoking one’s consent  —  by 
refusing, for example, to agree on the meaning of a word, 
or by disavowing it, or by changing its evocations entirely, 
until it becomes something else, something new. History 
also works on the principle of an established reality. And 
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·  i n t r o d u c t i o n  ·

just as language can be changed, for better or for worse, 
by revoking one’s consent, so can our collective stories. 
What happens when our once-settled narratives become 
unsettled? What happens when they begin to shift the 
boundaries of what we have long believed? 

These pieces were begun as the first covid-19 lock-
downs were put into place and finished just as efforts 
are underway to vaccinate against the virus. What got 
me through this year, with its street protests and its 
anguish, its illness and joys and bewilderment, was the 
quiet dredging up of these lives from other times, and 
the attempt to discover how, if at all, they have shaped 
our own. 

Part memoir, part travelogue, part history, these 
pieces are meditations on identity and belonging, and on 
the consoling refuge that stories can be. I am not a histo-
rian, only a storyteller with an interest in overlooked 
narratives; in many cases, I did not discover these stories 
first-hand, but came across them in various sources, 
most notably the work of Black historians. Some are 
obscure, some better known but given here new context. 
I have always been curious as to why we sideline some 
stories and mythologize others. What social and political 
instincts inform our remembering; how much are our 
omissions the result of apathy, of indifference? I wanted 
to know the living, breathing people who have remained 
beyond our sight, occupying the shadows. 
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C H A P T E R  O N E

europe and the art of seeing

1

in the sPring oF 2018, I had the unusual experience of 
sitting for my oil portrait. This does not, I think, mean 
what it used to. The invention of photography has made it 
easier to be a painter’s subject; it is now possible to avoid 
the long hours once required of sitters. It has freed them 
from needing to assume the same pose over and over, 
allowed them faster escape if the painter is bad-tempered 
or boring, shallow or arrogant. Such mercies work both 
ways: I am sure the stories of annoying sitters are legion. 
It is a fascinating relationship, in any case, because it 
suggests an intense intimacy and the abrupt severance 
of it. The painter will finish the painting; the sitter will 
leave and not return; the two might never speak again. 
That interlude together, however brief, represents not 
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·  o u t  o f  t h e  s u n  ·

(  6  )

just a physical moment in time, but the filtering of an 
identity through incremental judgements that may or 
may not render the final image truthful. 

The painter John Hartman was a warm and soft-
spoken man with an unassuming voice. When he arrived 
at my home, on the coast of Vancouver Island, his calm 
eyes swept over the sun-filled room as he quickly identi-
fied the Barker Fairley portrait above my dining room 
table. Of course, I thought, of course he would make a 
swift artistic diagnosis of my family’s modest collection. 
He set to work right away, having me take up differ-
ent poses throughout the open rooms, his conversation 
pleasant and economical, his gaze sharp and assessing, 
but somehow politely so. His project was a series of oil 
portraits of Canadian writers within settings mean-
ingful to them, and he had spent the morning flying 
a drone over my house and its surroundings, over the 
partitioned waters of the lagoon and the ocean, across 
the rocky vistas of the old fortress of Fort Rodd Hill, 
with its red-roofed lighthouse, over the grey mass of 
Hatley Castle and the migratory-bird sanctuary, its riot 
of fighting swans and geese. I have lived in this place 
for over ten years, yet seeing the pictures taken by his 
drone, I’m surprised  —  how pure and convenient it all 
looks, how free of the anxieties and judgements I some-
times lay upon it. This recalibration of perception will 
also be applied to my face. This has no doubt always 
been the case with painters’ subjects; who you are is not 
who others see. 
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·  e u r o p e  a n d  t h e  a r t  o f  s e e i n g  ·

But in the moment, sitting for Hartman, I did not 
think of this. In the moment I thought about how I 
needed to shop for red-leaf lettuce and toothpaste, how 
I needed to call my family in Calgary. I thought about 
Lucian Freud, the European portraitist renowned for the 
vicious way he painted skin, with all its moles and rashes 
and folds of fat. I thought about the months he’d spend 
in-studio with a single subject, cooking roasted quail 
dinners for them in his kitchenette, acting out skits and 
singing at the top of his lungs, inviting the sitter to sing 
along. I thought about Hartman’s quiet way, and how 
grateful I was, as I didn’t much feel like singing. My mind 
skipped like light across water, stopping only to listen to 
Hartman’s occasional comments or respond to his cues. 
And so it seems that, inherent in every sitting, however 
thrilling, is absence. You absent yourself; the painter 
withdraws into his thoughts. These absences may or may 
not come to inform the piece. What is clear for the sitter, 
though, is that being painted confers status. Not neces-
sarily social status  —  though throughout the history of 
portraiture, the insistence on rank through represen-
tation has essentially been the point  —  but, rather, the 
reverence of being the object of prolonged attention. 

For all this attention, however, what is also clear for 
the sitter is the quiet dismantling taking place. Agreeing 
to be painted  —  or, as in some historical cases, being 
forced into it  —  is in no small way a surrendering of your 
identity. We fool ourselves into believing we have some 
measure of control over how we are perceived. Under 
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(  8  )

the painter’s gaze, we dissolve into a kind of boundless-
ness. All of our attempts to assert our identity, through 
clothes, objects, expressions, get shattered. We are taken 
out of ourselves, become open to every outward interpre-
tation  —  first by the painter, then by the viewer  —  until 
we become another being entirely. 

rePresentations oF PeoPle of African descent in 
Western art have been contentious, to say the least. Not 
that there are many to see. In my twenties, I was granted 
several arts residencies in Europe, and I would spend my 
hours wandering the galleries and museums of its cities, 
too poor and too distracted to eat. And though I found 
much to admire, I felt uneasy walking the halls of eight-
eenth- and nineteenth-century portraiture. If pressed 
for time, I would always choose contemporary art over 
older portraiture. It didn’t occur to me to ask myself 
why. But in room after room of European portraits, I 
saw souvenirs from a world wholly removed from me. 
I could delight in the skill, be awed by the balance of 
light and shadow, admire the cherry-cheeked children in 
their impossibly white gowns, even feel anguish at the 
sadness of certain scenes. But some other dimension was 
missing. Was it simply that I could see no continuance, 
no recognizable iteration of my own forebears? 

Perhaps my ambivalence also came from certain 
threads I sensed missing. For these exhibitions repre-
sented renditions of the same Western story, a story 
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·  e u r o p e  a n d  t h e  a r t  o f  s e e i n g  ·

of wealth and expansion. Black people are present, but 
as footmen, slaves, lady’s maids, magi. The African as 
magus is a saint and bringer of gifts; the African as 
savage inhabits a darkness so all-devouring only the 
light of Christianity can penetrate it. These images bear 
out across the long centuries of portraiture, and they 
amount to a verdict of sorts. If one of the unavoidable 
eventualities of art is to act as social history, what story 
is being handed down to us? Black bodies are less living, 
breathing people than repositories for cultural anx ieties. 
Blacks are an expression of status, of Christianity’s reach, 
of white morality. They are rarely, until the twentieth 
century, just human beings, living human lives.

2

many years ago, i Found myself in the overstuffed 
halls of Scone Palace in Scotland. I’d been living some 
hours away, in a castle perched above the great fields of 
Midlothian, a guest at a writers’ residency. I wanted to 
see more of the country before I had to leave it. The castle 
I’d been living at had an air both calm and frantic. The 
days were lazy, open, shaped only by a sprawling evening 
meal shared among the residents. During the afternoons, 
to avoid disturbing others, no one was allowed to speak. 
I would walk the grounds with a fellow Canadian, a 
lovely writer from an island on our east coast who, as a 
connoisseur of human absurdity, told outrageous stories 
as we crossed fields as pristine and uninhabited as some 
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(  10  )

imagine the outer planets to be. I adored it there, but 
it was frustrating, too  —  the silence was broken by the 
phone ringing at every hour, the castle’s Dame calling to 
check up on the residency’s steward, a kind, thin, hassled 
man with an explosion of tawny curls who ran about in 
a state of panic and apology, seemingly terrified that at 
any moment she might, like a figure of nightmare, leap 
from a closed cupboard. There were the little skirmishes 
between the writers, the little jealousies and romances. It 
is churlish, I know, and spoiled to complain about stay-
ing in a castle. But it was with some relief  —  and some 
sadness as well  —  that I set out north. 

Scone Palace was another world. One approached it 
in much the same way one creeps towards a mirage, with 
a sense it is possibly fraudulent. Built in the Georgian 
Gothic style, it was a dark, hulking mass high above the 
River Tay. At the heart of its gardens lay an exquisite 
maze; I have always had a terror of and an attraction 
to mazes, drawn by their complications but knowing 
that to enter them with my sense of direction is to risk 
having the search party called out. The interiors of the 
palace were as lavish as its exterior walls were stark, the 
rooms filled with lush velvet chairs, blue-and-gold silk 
rugs, draperies and mantels and chandeliers that spoke of 
aristocratic Georgian excess. Passing through the Gothic 
library into the Ambassador’s Room, I was surprised by 
a portrait of two very elegant young women. It was for 
many reasons unusual, not the least because one of the 
sitters was a Black woman. 
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·  e u r o p e  a n d  t h e  a r t  o f  s e e i n g  ·

The piece, painted in 1778, was until the 1990s 
referred to as simply a portrait of Lady Elizabeth Murray. 
The presence of her darker companion, though central, 
was completely overlooked. Previously attributed to 
both the German neoclassical painter Johan Zoffany 
and the British artist Joshua Reynolds, the painting 
was discovered in 2018 to be the work of Scottish artist 
David Martin, based on the style, the clothing, and the 
sitters’ arrangement. In the portrait, which has an air of 
arresting strangeness to it, Lady Elizabeth is dressed in a 
muted pink-and-white gown, her porcelain skin rouged, 
her expression full of warmth and mischief, her pale 
hand holding a book as a sign of her intellect. To her 
left, as if captured mid-stride, is Dido Elizabeth Belle, the 
young woman of colour. She was in fact Lady Elizabeth’s 
cousin, the two motherless girls raised together. The 
painting has drawn polarized readings. Some historians 
have contended that the image confirms the women’s 
equal social status, as both peer straight at the viewer, 
their heads level with each other. But other, very telling 
details, contradict this. As the historian Kenna Libes has 
pointed out, Dido’s background position was a fairly typi-
cal convention of British portraiture of the era depicting 
whites with their slaves, in which the Black sitter was 
often set off to one side or in the distance. In Martin’s 
portrait, Dido appears mischievous and happy, but her 
movement marks her as physically irrepressible against 
Elizabeth’s restraint. Her station is further indicated by 
the platter of fruit she is carrying for her mistress, and 
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(  1 2  )

by the soft grip of Lady Elizabeth’s outstretched hand on 
her wrist  —  a gesture of affection, yes, but also seemingly 
one of possession. And while Dido wears a dress that 
would not have been out of place on her cousin, she also 
has on her head a white turban with a feather. Though 
Martin painted other figures wearing head coverings, 
Dido’s seems uniquely depicted as a stand-in for the 
“Oriental,” the exotic. 

For much of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, 
the idea of the Orient was set in opposition to European 
ideals of rationality, civilization, and modernity. Because 
“the Orient” was partly located in French North Africa, a 
transference occurred: any African or person of African 
descent could be linked to notions of Orientalism. From 
this transference emerged the figure of the Moor. The 
Moor was not at first an actual Black person, but a watery, 
elusive, generalized North African figure without a fixed 
racial identity. By the nineteenth century, however, he 
became more deeply grounded in his Blackness, though 
still carrying faint strains of the Far East. 

slavery had long been a feature of European expan-
sionism, from the barbarian invasions of the Roman 
Empire to enslavement in the eastern Mediterranean and 
Russia. Most of these slaves were white. This changed 
with the shift towards Africa in the mid-fifteenth century. 
More than twelve million people left sub- Saharan Africa, 
some passing through the Middle East and North Africa 
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·  e u r o p e  a n d  t h e  a r t  o f  s e e i n g  ·

before being shipped to the colonies. The Atlantic trade 
continued for nearly four hundred years, changing the 
character of every place it touched. This included the 
physical makeup of many nations’ populations. From 
the fifteenth century onward, the Black presence became 
more pronounced throughout Europe, particularly in 
port cities. As a result of this increased visibility, Blacks 
began to appear more frequently in art, their represen-
tation usually in some way linked to their condition as 
slaves. This is not to say that the people depicted are 
always images of living, breathing figures; they only 
rarely derive from actual sitters. Rather, they are visual 
manifestations of an idea of Blackness, an idea informed 
by slavery. 

The European relationship to slavery was very differ-
ent from its American counterpart. In England, for 
example, where riches poured in from the colonies to 
build great cities and underwrite upper-class lives, few 
Englishmen had any real contact with slavery beyond 
the knowledge of its existence as something going on 
“over there.” Very few Englishmen settled in the colonies; 
instead planters employed proxies, “overseers,” to run 
things  —  often the working poor from Great Britain and 
the Isles  —  while they themselves lived distant, comfort-
able lives across the waters. 

And so portraiture of Blacks was tied to an imag-
ined idea of Black people, and of all that Blackness could 
suggest. The African became a stand-in for the expres-
sion of a multitude of conflicting beliefs and ideas. A 
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Black face could be used to symbolize the darkness of the 
non-Christian world, or conversely, to signify the spread 
of Christianity throughout the continents. It could be 
one thing, or its opposite, or both at the same time, the 
conflicting meanings left to coexist. 

It is slaves living in grand houses rather than those 
living on plantations who are most present in portrai-
ture from the sixteenth to the late eighteenth century. 
They appear in “grand-manner” paintings, in which 
the wealthy are pictured in idealized settings meant to 
emphasize and capture that status for all eternity. To 
have a portrait painted was, whatever other impulses 
informed it, an expression of power. And in these 
portraits, Black servants are often shown staring ador-
ingly up at their masters, their heads wound in colourful 
turbans and wearing robes whose brightness makes an 
obvious contrast against the more sober and elegant 
clothes of their betters. In the European academic 
tradition, whose principles were widespread by the 
seventeenth century, colour was believed to appeal to the 
senses and was measured against the monochromatism 
of drawing, which was thought to appeal to the intellect. 
This dichotomy between wildness and reason was seen 
to govern the races, too, according to Enlightenment-era 
theories. And so passionate colours were tied to passion-
ate people, while a lack of colour expressed civility and 
intelligence. 

In his extravagant dress, a Black pageboy became the 
literal embodiment of his master’s riches, his servitude 
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sometimes made clear by a silver ring in his ear or a 
silver collar around his neck. Black musicians and court 
performers also served to express this wealth. They are 
fantasias of slave life, implying a satisfaction with one’s 
lowly role and the implicit superiority of the master or 
mistress, whose dignified bearing cannot help but inspire 
deference. The images glorified a world so far divorced 
from the penury of plantation labour, from the brutalities 
of the transatlantic voyage, that the gulf is astonishing. 

there also lived in euroPe many people of African 
descent who were not slaves. Many children from 
mixed-race relationships been taken to England, and 
this is the group to which Dido Elizabeth Belle belonged. 
Dido was the illegitimate daughter of Maria Belle, prob-
ably an African slave captured from a Spanish ship in 
the West Indies by Rear Admiral Sir John Lindsay, 
Dido Belle’s father. Lindsay was the nephew of the 
most powerful judge in the country, Lord Mansfield. 
After the death of her mother when she was six years 
old, Dido’s father took her to England to be raised in 
Lord Mansfield’s home in a manner befitting their 
rank. Lady Elizabeth, the cousin foregrounded in the 
painting of the two women, had also been sent to live 
at Kenwood House after the loss of her own mother. I 
imagine the two girls would have shared a blindsiding 
devastation mixed with shocking good luck, a feeling 
of being decoupled from a life that had barely begun. 
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And yet, though some details remain obscure, it’s been 
intimated that the positions they occupied in the house-
hold were very different. Lady Elizabeth  —  pale-skinned, 
light-eyed  —  was in all respects treated as the vulner-
able family member she was. Dido’s lot was murkier. As 
the journalist Stuart Jeffries explained, when Francis 
Hutchison, an American expatriate in London, visited 
the Mansfield home, he noted that “a Black came in after 
dinner and sat with the ladies,” which suggests that Dido 
had not been invited to dine with them. She was not 
quite sister, not quite servant; only when the plates were 
scraped and the coffees drained was she asked to sit with 
the ladies and take a turn about the gardens with them. 
Hutchison described the surprise of seeing Dido walking 
arm in arm with her cousin. He seemed uneasy with the 
genuine fatherly affection with which Lord Mansfield 
treated her, and he was not the only one. 

Some felt that Lord Mansfield had allowed his pater-
nal feelings for Dido to cloud his judgement. In 1772, he 
made a landmark ruling in the case of Somerset v. Stewart. 
Charles Stewart, a British customs agent, had taken his 
newly purchased slave James Somerset to England, where 
Somerset briefly escaped, only to be recaptured. Stewart 
then intended to sell and ship Somerset to Jamaica. But 
Lord Mansfield decreed that a master could not take a 
slave out of Britain by force as slavery was unsupported 
by English common law. This ruling was viewed as a key 
piece of legislation in the eventual abolishment of the 
slave trade. Norman Poser, who wrote a biography of Lord 
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·  e u r o p e  a n d  t h e  a r t  o f  s e e i n g  ·

Mansfield, has suggested that the great judge was less 
anti-slavery crusader than someone who disliked slav-
ery but was reluctant to annoy slave owners or to appear 
to threaten their financial interests, and that he hoped 
things could carry on as they’d been. And yet Mansfield 
made the ruling in full awareness of the shockwaves it 
would send through English society. We will never know 
how much his love for Dido played into this decision that 
would reshape the modern world.

as i stood in the ambassador room of Scone Palace 
with its smell of antiseptic and dust, gazing at the portrait 
of Dido and Elizabeth, I was struck by the peculiar artifi-
ciality of its symbols, as if what was being expressed was 
the opposite of what we are meant to see. The exuberance 
of Dido’s striding body; the awkward raising of her fore-
finger to her cheek; even her calm, relaxed smile: all of 
this was meant to suggest a certain playfulness, a certain 
ease and joy. But to me, these signs of well-being are like 
wallpapering over old plaster; they disguise nothing. If 
anything, they only bring into sharper relief the terribly 
fractured realm Dido was forced to occupy. How soul-
crushing it must have been to live in a kind of in-between 
world, neither a servant nor fully of the family’s blood, 
valued and devalued, an object of both paternal love and 
social disgust. When asked recently if seeing this paint-
ing had changed my feelings about eighteenth-century 
portraiture, if it had lessened my sense of exclusion, I 
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(  18  )

immediately answered no. But then, having gone away 
and thought for a time, I felt I should have replied with 
a measured yes. 

In Martin’s portrait, I saw an emphasis on Dido’s 
subordination  —  her positioning in the background, 
her service bowl. She seemed fixed in the tradition of 
lady’s maids, footmen, and slaves, and reflected the same 
contentious visions we’ve always had of such figures. 
But as I came to know more of her life circumstances, 
I understood that on some level what her image also 
represented, beyond her physicality, was the some-
times obscuring nature of visibility itself. Here was a 
woman who, though uneasily, moved through aristo-
cratic England in an era that some even today insist on 
viewing as culturally homogeneous. As jarring as certain 
elements of her portrait read to the twenty-first-century 
eye, the tension between what we see, and what she was, 
forms part of the Western legacy. While we may not 
generally care for certain paintings, in the end they are 
all we have. Their essential truthfulness or dishonesty 
is also a part of our shared inheritance: they allow us a 
view into how people were seen, and so implicitly they 
show us how far we have come, or not come, from such 
ways of seeing. Dido’s portrait dredges up questions 
of how human migration, both forced and chosen, has 
shaped the West for centuries. In her inescapable gaze, 
she seems to say, we have always been here. 
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